Flipper Hand Model instructions
Long version

1. It will take a 3-4 roll-ups to get in sync and comfortable with the roll-up operation. Please don’t judge the Flipper on your first try. You are saving lots of time and effort, so don’t rush it.

2. Slide each half of the flipper in from the sides, and then couple them together; or couple them together first and slide it over the end of the water pad.

3. The crank handles should be matched in the same position if you are using the enclosed pins to lock them in. if you don’t see the need, there is a high probability of losing one in the lake!

4. The center of the crank is the critical pivot point and must be held in as firm a central position as is possible…with the crank moving around the pivot. DO NOT rotate the crank and the pivot in an alternating action. SEE ILLUSTRATIONS.

5. Both people can help with rolling the mat evenly by adjusting the mat as you roll…but both must maintain pressure so it does not unwind.

6. In a coordinated action, pickup the roller vertically - about 18 inches - with your pivot-hand; then simultaneously begin to lower your pivot hand while rotating a half turn with your crank-hand.

7. This rhythmic action of lifting and rotating will make the roll-up easy and even.

8. Speaking the words “pick” and “roll” helps to stay in rhythm.

9. Each person must be cognizant and maintain constant pressure on their crank to secure a tighter, smaller diameter roll.

10. After securing the Velcro straps, pull the halves of the Flipper apart, and store them in the ski hold…avoiding clutter in the boat.

**Turn crank around, holding center fixed**
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| Smaller 1/4” hole is for locking crank handle into forks |

**End View**